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MINERAL, VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL LIFE
What is life? Mineral life is to hold the mineral matter together. Vegetable life is to hold the vegetable matter together and
increases in volume. Animal life is to hold the animal matter or flesh together increase the volume and give motion to
muscles. The base of life is the North and South pole magnets. The magnets are indestructible.
Every period of material life goes through two periods, construction and destruction period, but the life itself is
indestructible, life has no beginning and no end. The sun is living in a destruction period and the earth in a construction
period. In the sun only mineral life exist but on earth mineral, vegetable and animal life exist. When one form of life goes
through the destruction period the life leaves the matter and goes somewhere else. For instance when zinc in a battery is
taken in parts by acid, the North and South pole magnets that held the zinc together, they leave the zinc and if right
connections are made they will come out of the battery, then they can be used for other purposes.
I can run those North and South pole magnets in my perpetual motion holder, then they will produce perpetual motion and
when I want to use the same magnets for other purposes. I can make a flash of light from them. Now you can see when the
zinc went dead those North and South pole magnets that held the zinc together they did not die but escaped and went some
where else.
The drawing on the front cover is like the perpetual motion holder I made. If I run North and South pole magnets from a
car battery (car battery is stronger than zinc battery) in those two coils while the laminated iron cross bar is across the iron
bar prong, and fill the iron bar orbit with magnets, then those North and South pole magnets will never stop running around,
they will run around until the cross bar is pulled off. The North pole magnets come out of the battery's positive terminal and
South pole magnets come out of car battery's negative terminal. To be sure it is so, you get two pieces of soft steel welding
rod four inches long, put them in clips and connect them with the car battery. Put those two loose rod ends together until the
rod gets hot. Now test each of those rod ends you were putting together with a small needle- like horizontally hanging
magnet. Then you will see tile one which is connected with positive terminal is North pole magnet, and the one which is
connected with negative terminal is South pole magnet (like poles repulses, and unlike poles attract). You can change the rod
pieces, but every time the one is connected with positive terminal will be North pole magnet, and the one connected with
negative terminal will be South pole magnet.
If perpetual motion holder's North pole prong is put East. South pole prong West, and then elevate the cross-bar's center
up to tile South pole vertically hanging magnet, then the magnet will swing South and when the cross-bar's center is elevated
up to North pole vertically hanging magnet, then the magnet will swing North. The cross-bar's ability to swing the North and
South pole magnets. off its center will remain as long as the cross-bar is not disturbed. It has little power but it could be
made stronger by making bigger dimensions. From the above experiment you can see the perpetual motion holder can act as
a living thing. It knows which way to swing each magnet. This shows if more magnets are added to a living then it can
perform things it could not do before. The same is true concerning our body and everything else. Those surplus magnets,
they are real life.
Magnets in general are indestructible. For instance you can burn wood or flesh. You can destroy the body, but you cannot
destroy the magnets that held together the body. They go somewhere else. Iron has more of the magnets than wood, and

every different substance has a different number of magnets that hold the substance together. If I make a battery with copper
for positive terminal and beef for negative terminal I get more of the magnets out of it than when I used copper for positive
terminal, and sweet potato for negative terminal. From this you can see that no two things are alike.
Several years ago I read in the paper that the scientists cannot find out how the green chlorophyll converts the sunlight in
plant food. They are looking in the wrong direction. It is not the green chlorophyll that converts the sunlight in plant food, it
is the water that does it. That green chlorophyll was not so green in the first place. In fact it was not green at all. It became
green by evaporation. The water in plants catches the running sunlight that is coming from the sun and the North and South
pole magnets wrap themselves around the caught particles of sunlight and as soon as the particles of sunlight which are
wrapped around by the North and South pole magnets are coming in the suitable part of the plant then they join the plant
and become a part of it. The North and South pole magnets are going in and out of the earth all the time, everywhere and
their numbers are limitless.
I have several lily pools where I keep water in. I have watched the lily pools for sixteen years. When I put clear water in the
pools where the sunlight can shine in, then in two months' time I can see the moss is beginning to grow. but when I poured
the water in the pools where there was no green chlorophyll in the water. This shows that the plants can grow without green
chlorophyll. The sunlight was running in the water every day and the North and South pole magnets were running through
the water all the time. The North and South pole magnets are passing through every tree, the bigger the tree the more
magnets will be passing
through it. You have noticed that lightning hits the biggest tree and the tallest building. In the North hemisphere the South
pole magnets are going up, and the North pole magnets coming down in the same flash. Lightning only strikes if the North
and South magnets are concentrated too much in a small space. If not concentrated then they pass through everything
without much notice. I believe that water, sunlight and North and South pole magnets are making the plants to grow.
You have heard that if somebody happens to hold a power line in their bare hands it becomes impossible for him to let
loose from the power line. The power line is full of North and South pole magnets, so they overpower the body's weaker
system, and make it impossible for it to open the hands. This shows that the magnets can contract and release the muscles.
I can see tiny lightning in my eyes if I dose the eye lids and give a side push to the eye ball from the nose outward, but I could
not do it every day. When I keep eating more for some time then I can see the tiny lightning while my eyes are open. All that
I have to do is to turn my head from one side to the other side. This shows that we have in our body the same kind of
magnets that are making the big lightning in the sky. When I connect my tongue and feet with micro-ampere meter. the
meter shows that I have magnets in my body. Some times I have more of the magnets in my body than at other times. The
presence of magnets in our body would indicate that the magnets are operating our muscles.
Where do our bodies get the magnets from? You know that to get the magnets from zinc we have to put the zinc in acid in
the battery where it can be dissolved. Our digestive system is like a battery but more complicated. We get magnets from the
food we eat. The acid and other digestive juices dissolve the food and liberate the magnets to be used for other purposes.
I have never studied human anatomy, but I know there are many little cords that the magnets can pass through. All that
has to be done is to make the right connections. All our body functions are physical, there is no mental function in us, for
instance thinking the same as talking is physical process. We all would think loud if we were not suppressed while we were
small. When we think we contract the muscles that are for that purpose, but the contraction is so delicate we cannot notice it.
This is all that I can tell about our body functions. If I had studied chemistry and human anatomy I am sure I could tell you
more about our body functions.
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